Abstract We propose in this paper a supervised learning approach to identify discourse relations in Arabic texts. To our knowledge, this work represents the first attempt to focus on both explicit and implicit relations that link adjacent as well as non adjacent Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) within the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT). We use the Discourse Arabic Treebank corpus (D-ATB) which is composed of newspaper documents extracted from the syntactically annotated Arabic Treebank v3.2 part3 where each document is associated with complete discourse graph according to the cognitive principles of SDRT. Our list of discourse relations is composed of a three-level hierarchy of 24 relations grouped into 4 top-level classes. To automatically learn them, we use state of the art features whose efficiency has been empirically proved. We investigate how each feature contributes to the learning process. We report our experiments on identifying fine-grained discourse relations, mid-level classes and also top-level classes. We compare our approach with three baselines that are based on the most frequent relation, discourse connectives and the features used by Al-Saif and Markert (2011) . Our results are very encouraging and outperform all the baselines with an F-score of 78.1% and an accuracy of 80.6%. 
Introduction
Identifying discourse relations is a crucial step in discourse parsing. Given two adjacent or non adjacent discourse units (clauses, sentences, or larger units) that are deemed to be related, this step labels the attachment between the two discourse units with discourse, rhetorical or coherence relations such as Elaboration, Explanation, Cause, Concession, Consequence, Condition, etc. Relations capture the hierarchical structure of a document and ensure its coherence. Their triggering conditions rely on elements of the propositional contents of the clauses -a proposition, a fact, an event, a situation (the socalled abstract objects (Asher, 1993) ) -or on the speech acts expressed in one unit and on the semantic content of another unit that performs it. Some instances of these relations are explicitly marked; i.e. they have cues that help identifying them such as but, although, as a consequence. Others are implicit; i.e. they do not have clear indicators, as in I didn't go to the beach. It was raining. In this last example to infer the intuitive Explana-tion relation between the clauses, we need detailed lexical knowledge and probably domain knowledge as well.
Automatic identification of coherent relations has received a great attention in the literature within different theoretical frameworks (the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) , the GraphBank model (Wolf and Gibson, 2005) , the Penn Discourse Treebank model (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) , and the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) (Asher and Lascarides, 2003) . Each work tackles some aspects of the problem:
Detection of relations within a sentence (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) , Identification of explicit relations (Hutchinson, 2004; Miltsakaki et al., 2005; Pitler et al., 2008) , Identification of implicit relations (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002; Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2009; Pitler et al., 2009; Louis et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010; Park and Cardie, 2012; Wang et al., 2011) , Identification of both explicit and implicit relations (Versley, 2013) , Building the discourse structure of a document and relation labeling, without making any distinction between implicit and explicit relations. See for example (DuVerle and Prendinger, 2009; Baldridge and Lascarides, 2005; Wellner et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2010) who proposed discourse parsers within respectively the RST, SDRT, Graph Bank and PDTB frameworks.
Several approaches have been proposed to address these tasks, going from supervised, semi-supervised to unsupervised learning techniques. A large set of features was explored, including lexical, syntactic, structural, contextual and linguistically informed features (such as polarity, verb classes, production rules and word pairs). Although most of the research studies have been done for the English language, some efforts focused on relation identification in other languages including French , Chinese (Huang and Chen, 2011) , German (Versley, 2013) , and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011) . Al-Saif and Markert (2011) proposed the first algorithm that identifies explicitly marked relations holding between adjacent Elementary Discourse Units (EDU) within the PDTB model. In this paper, we extend Al-Saif and her colleague's work by focusing on both explicit and implicit relations that link adjacent as well as non-adjacent units within the SDRT, a different theoretical framework. We use the Discourse Arabic Treebank corpus (D-ATB) which is composed of newspaper documents extracted from the syntactically annotated Arabic Treebank v3.2 part3 (Maamouri et al., 2010b) . Each document is associated with complete discourse coverage according to the cognitive principles of SDRT. Our list of relations was elaborated after a deep analysis of both previous studies in Arabic rhetoric and earlier work on discourse relations. It is composed of a three-level hierarchy of 24 relations grouped into 4 top-level classes. The gold standard version of our corpus actually contains a total of 4963 EDUs, linked by 3184 relations. 25% of these relations are implicit while 15% link non adjacent EDUs.
In order to automatically learn explicit and implicit Arabic relations, we use state of the art features. Among these features, some have been successfully employed for explicit Arabic relations recognition such as al-masdar, connectives, time and negation (cf. Al-Saif and Markert, 2011) . Others however are novel for the Arabic language and include contextual, lexical as well as lexico-semantic features, such as argument position, semantic relations, word polarity, named entities, anaphora and modality. We investigate how each feature contributes to the learning process. We report on our experiments in fine-grained discourse relations' identification as well as in mid-level relations' and top-level class identification. We compare our approach to three baselines that are based on the most frequent relation, discourse connectives and the features used by Al-Saif and Markert (2011) . Our results are encouraging and outperform all the baselines.
The next section gives an overview of SDRT, our theoretical framework. Section 3 presents the data. Section 4 describes our list of Arabic discourse relations. Section 5 details the annotation scheme of the D-ATB corpus, the inter-annotator agreements study as well as the characteristics of the gold standard. In Section 6 we give our features. Section 7 describes the experiments and results. Finally in Section 8, we compare our approach to related work.
The Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT)
SDRT is a theory of discourse interpretation that extends Kamp's Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) to represent the rhetorical relations holding between Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs), which are mainly clauses, and also between larger units recursively built up from EDUs and the relations connecting them.
For annotation purposes, we consider a discourse representation for a text T in SDRT to be a discourse structure in which every EDU of T is linked to some (other) discourse unit, where discourse units include EDUs of T and complex discourse units (CDUs) that are built up from EDUs of T connected by discourse relations in recursive fashion. Proper SDRSs form a rooted acyclic graph with two sorts of edges: edges labeled by discourse relations that serve to indicate rhetorical functions of discourse units, and unlabeled edges that show which constituents are elements of larger CDUs. The description of discourse relations in SDRT is based on how they can be recognized and their effect on meaning, i.e. what is their contribution to truth conditions. They are constrained by: semantic content, pragmatic heuristics, world knowledge and intentional knowledge. They are grouped into coordinating relations that link arguments of equal importance and subordinating relations linking an important argument to a less important one. SDRT allows attachment between non adjacent discourse units and for multiple attachments to a given discourse unit, which means that the discourse structures created are not always trees but rather directed acyclic graphs. This enables SDRT's representations to capture complex discourse phenomena, such as long-distance attachments and long-distance discourse pop-ups, 1 as well as crossed dependencies 2 (Wolf and Gibson, 2006; Danlos, 2007) .
The SDRT discourse graph is constrained by the right frontier principle that postulates that each new EDU should be attached either to the last discourse unit or to one that is super-ordinate to it via a series of subordinate relations and complex units. Fig. 1 gives an example of the discourse structure of the example (1), familiar from Asher and Lascarides (2003) . In this figure, circles are EDUs, rectangles are complex segments, and horizontal links are coordinating relations while vertical links represent subordinating relations.
( (Reese et al., 2007) and Annodis 4 for French . The Discor corpus analyzed the interaction between document discourse structure and co-reference resolution. This project annotated 60 texts from the MUC 6 and MUC 7 data sets and only experts in the theory did the annotation. The Annodis corpus combined two perspectives on discourse: a bottom-up view that incrementally builds a document discourse structure from EDUs, and a top-down view that focuses on the selective annotation of multi-level discourse structures. The bottom-up approach resulted in the annotation of 86 documents (short Wikipedia articles as well as news articles) with a total of 3199 EDUs and 3355 relations. As far as we know, the Discourse Arabic Treebank corpus (D-ATB) corpus is the first effort toward building recursive and complete discourse structures of Arabic texts (cf. Sections 4 and 5).
The data
Arabic Treebank (ATB) v3.2 part3 (Maamouri et al., 2010b) consists of 599 newswire stories from Annahar News Agency. There are a total of 339,710 words/tokens before clitics are split and 402,291 words/tokens after clitics are separated for the Treebank annotation. Each document in this corpus is associated to two annotation levels. First a morphological and parts of speech level and then the syntactic Treebank annotation that characterizes the constituent structures of word sequences and provides categories for each non-terminal node.
We have randomly selected 90 documents from ATB. Our aim was to manually annotate each document with complete discourse coverage according to the cognitive principles of SDRT (cf. Section 2). The annotation of our corpus required three steps: (a) the elaboration of a new hierarchy of discourse relations, (b) the definition of the annotation manual and (c) the manual annotation of our corpus following the annotation guidelines as defined in the manual. The first two steps were performed by three experts in Arabic linguistic while the last step involved two experts in discourse analysis.
5 To achieve these three steps, our corpus was split into three subsets: a development set composed of 13 documents used for defining a novel hierarchy of Arabic discourse relations (cf. Section 4) and annotation training, a set of 7 documents for measuring inter-annotator agreements (cf. Section 5) and finally training and test sets composed of 70 documents for learning Arabic discourse relations (cf. Sections 6 and 7).
In order to avoid errors in determining the basic units (which would make the inter-annotator agreement study tedious), we have discarded discourse segmentation from the annotation campaign. Instead, EDUs are automatically identified and then manually corrected if necessary. The segmentation of our corpus was performed by a multi-class supervised learning Figure 1 Example of an SDRT-graph. approach using the Stanford classifier that is based on the Maximum Entropy model (Ratnaparkhi, 1997) . Each token can belong to one of the three following classes: Begin, if the token begins an EDU, End if it ends an EDU or Inside, if a token is none of the above. Our learning method used a rich lexicon (with more than 174 connectives) and a combination of punctuation, morphological and lexical features. It achieved an accuracy of 0.631 on token boundary recognition. However, this classification does not guarantee that the retrieved EDUs are well-formed (that is, for each begin bracket, there is a corresponding end bracket). To ensure correct bracketing, we performed a post-processing step that consists in adding an end bracket for each opening bracket that has no corresponding end. This step boosted the performance of our system up to 0.130 with an accuracy of 0.769 on EDU recognition. See (Keskes et al., 2014) for a detailed description of our segmentation principles of Arabic texts and for a presentation of our learning method. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of our data.
Building a new hierarchy of Arabic discourse relations
To our knowledge, the only available resource in Arabic annotated with discourse information is the Leeds Arabic Discourse Treebank 6 (LADTB) that extended PDTB to MSA (Al-Saif and Markert, 2010) . This corpus provides a partial discourse structure of a text by focusing on explicit discourse connectives and the annotation of their arguments as well as the discourse relations that link adjacent arguments. PDTB relations are informational and focus on how they are inferred from observable markers in discourse. In addition, no explicit semantic or interpretive effect is given to these relations. In the LADTB, the set of relations is mostly the same as the one used in the English PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) except that the number of relations was reduced from 33 to 17 (for example, the Contrast subtypes (Opposition vs. Juxtaposition) and Condition (Hypothetical, etc.) were removed) and that two novel relations have been added, namely Background and Similarity.
We propose a semantically driven approach following SDRT, as done in earlier studies on Arabic rhetoric that provided a semantic and a pragmatic analysis of Arabic rhetorical senses (Abdul-Raof, 2012) . SDRT focuses on the relation semantic characterization, which allows determining whether two relations are the same, one entails the other, are independent or are incompatible. We follow this approach in the annotation manual to describe a relation independently from its possible discourse markers (too often ambiguous, especially in Arabic), and to focus on what distinguishes relations that are often confused. Compared to (Al-Saif and Markert, 2010) , our approach goes beyond the annotation of explicit relations that link adjacent units, by completely specifying the semantic scope of each discourse relation, making transparent an interpretation of the text that takes into account the semantic effects of discourse relations.
Given our semantic-driven approach on discourse, we chose not to reuse the LADTB relations set. Instead, we started from the set of relations already defined within past SDRT-like annotation campaigns and we refined them via a specialization/generalization process using both Arabic rhetoric literature and corpus analysis. This is motivated by general considerations for capturing additional relations and by language-specific considerations for adapting previous relations to take into account Arabic specificities.
We relied on the previous set of 19 relations defined within the Annodis project . In this project, relations were grouped into 7 top-level categories: Causation, Structural, Logic, Reported speech, Exposition/Narration, Elaboration and Commentary. Among these relations, we focused our study on semantic relations that involve entities from the propositional content of the clauses (meta-talk (or pragmatic) relations were discarded). Annodis classification has several top-level classes and some of them contain only one relation (such as Reported Speech and Commentary). To manually annotate our corpus, we wanted to reduce the number of top-level classes and, at the same time, to adapt Annodis relations to the Arabic specificities. Therefore, we decided to build a new classification of Arabic discourse relations by flattening the Annodis hierarchy so as not to influence our experts by the already existing Annodis's top-level classes.
Three experts in Arabic linguistics were involved in this task. We provided them with a precise description of SDRT principles, as well as a definition of the meaning of discourse relations as defined within the Annodis project (henceforth Annodis_set). We have also provided a description of Arabic rhetorical senses as previously defined in earlier studies in Arabic rhetoric (Abubakre, 1989; Al-Jarim and Amine, 1999; Sloane, 2001; Musawi and Muhsin, 2001; Owens, 2006; Abdul-Raof, 2012) . We name this set Arabic_set. Then, we asked the experts to collapse these two sets by analyzing how explicit and implicit rhetorical relations are instantiated in our corpus. 7 For each relation R in the Annodis_set, experts look for its corresponding rhetorical senses in the Arabic_set. Five situations may occur:
(1) There is an exact correspondence between the semantic of R and its equivalent in the Arabic_set. Then, the relation R is selected and the experts analyzed how R is signalled in the corpus in order to give a preliminary list of its discourse markers. (2) There is only a partial correspondence between the semantic of R and its equivalent in the Arabic_set. Then the relation R is selected and the experts further specified its semantic according to the particularities of the Arabic language. (3) The semantic of R covers different senses in the Arabic_set and each sense has its own realization in the corpus. Then, R needs to be specialized. New relations are added and the experts were asked to define their semantics along with their corresponding discourse markers. (4) A group of relations from the Annodis_set corresponds to one sense in the Arabic_set and in addition these relations are often not differentiated in the corpus. In this case, the experts are asked to generalize these relations and to create a new top-level relation. (5) If there is no correspondence of R in the Arabic_set and no instance of R in the corpus. R is discarded.
This procedure resulted in a new hierarchy of 4 classes: /<n$A}y/Thematic, /zmny/Temporal, / bnywy/Structural, and /sbby/Causal with a total of 24 relations, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the remainder of this paper, relation names (and examples) are given in Arabic along with their direct English translation (if possible) and their transliteration using Buckwalter 1.1.
Annotation campaign

Annotation guidelines
Two experts in discourse analysis were asked to annotate the D-ATB corpus. We provided them with a precise definition of the meaning of discourse relations (cf. Section 4) and asked them to insert relations between constituents. When appropriate, EDUs can be grouped to form complex discourse units.
The goal of the annotation manual was the development of an intuition for each relation, suitable for the level of the annotators. Occasional examples were provided, and we gave a list of possible markers for each relation but we cautioned that the list was not exhaustive. Indeed, we believe that if the manual mentions all cues for each discourse relations, this will certainly lead to some wrong annotations, especially for ambiguous markers, which are frequent in Arabic. For example, the relation /mqAblp/Contrast is often introduced by specific markers in Arabic such as:
/ElY AlEks/however, /fy AlmqAbl/however, /wElY Eks * lk/unlike, /ElY AlnqyD/unlike . . ., as in (4). Similarly, main markers of the relation /$rT/Conditional include:
/s/so, /lw/if, /< * A/if, /lwlA/except, /mtY/when, /mhmA/whatever, /klmA/whenever, /f < n/so, /fqd/so, /f/then . . ., as in (5). /mEyp/Parallel (1,2). Our annotation manual clearly details the constraints that annotators should respect according to the structural principles of SDRT. This is a first step before moving to non-expert annotation in order to build a discourse bank that studies how well SDRT predicts the intuition of subjects, regardless of their knowledge of discourse theories. Main SDRT constraints concern: unit attachment (no isolated unit in the graph, attachment mainly follows the reading order of the document), right frontier principle (Asher and Lascarides, 2003) (cf. Fig. 3 ), structural constraints including accessibility, complex units, no cycles, etc (cf. Fig. 4 ).
Inter-annotator agreements study
The annotation campaign was as follows. First, we trained our annotators using 13 documents (911 EDUs). During the training, annotators were encouraged to discuss their annotations and to give their feedbacks on the annotation manual. More precisely, we noticed that the document length was a handicap since the document annotation can take two days making the task of connecting all the EDUs in the same whole discourse structure very tedious (each document has around 26 sentences and 8 paragraphs). To overcome this problem, we decided to separately annotate the discourse structure of each paragraph in a document, and then to link these sub-structures with the mid-level relation /<shAb/Elaboration in order to guarantee the connectivity of the resulting graph.
9 After the training, annotators were asked to doubly annotate the same 7 documents (462 EDUs) in order to compute the interannotator agreements. Finally, we asked the annotators to build the gold standard corpus by consensus (70 documents), by discussing the main cases of disagreement. Discourse annotation depends on two decisions: a decision about where to attach a given EDU, and a decision on how to label the attachment link via discourse relations. Two inter-annotator agreements have thus to be computed and the second one depends on the first because agreements on relations can be performed only on common links. We relied on the algorithm developed within the Annodis project to compute both attachment and labeling agreements. The algorithm used for agreements attachment assumes that attaching is a yes/no decision on every EDUs pair, and that all decisions are independent, which of course underestimates the results (see in for an interesting discussion on the difficulty on how to match/compare rhetorical structures, especially when CDUs have to be taken into account). For attachment, we obtained an F-score of 0.890. When commonly attached pairs are considered, we got a Cohen's kappa of 0.750 for the full set of 24 relations. Overall, our results are higher compared to those obtained by Annodis (0.660 F-measure for attachment and a Cohen's Kappa of 0.400 for relation labeling) mainly for two reasons. First, our annotation manual was more constrained since we provided annotators a detailed description of how to build the document discourse structure. Second, we did not focus on the document overall discourse structure but on the paragraph discourse structure which implies shorter distance attachments (an average of 20 EDUs per paragraph in our case vs. an average of 55 EDUs in Annodis). The main disagreement came from non-adjacent EDUs. Indeed, one annotator tended to form CDUs more frequently while the other often produced ''flat'' structures. For example in (6), the annotation Frame(1,2) and Continuation(2,3) is equivalent to Frame(1, [2, 3] ) and Continuation(2,3).
[fy nZAm AltElym AljAmEy >.m. Fig. 5 ).
The gold standard
Given the good inter-annotator agreements results, annotators asked to build the gold standard by consensus by discussing main cases of disagreements. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of our gold standard.
The total number of annotated discourse relations is 3 184. The distribution of these relations is presented in Table 4 . In these statistics, the relation /<shAb/Elaboration used to link paragraphs is not counted. Our gold corpus contains more than 58% of /<n$A}y/Thematic relations. The most frequent relation is /rbT dwn trtyb zmny/Continuation(21.14%). On the other hand, infrequent relations (less than 1%) are:
/txyyr/Alternation, / AstntAj/Logical consequence, /tlxyS/Summary, / mqAblp/Contrast and /TbAq/Antithetic. Table 3 shows additional statistics. Our gold corpus contains 9% of CDUs. We observe that CDUs are more present as a second argument of a relation. Also, among the relations that link EDUs, 15% concern non-adjacent units. The / zmny/Temporal class and the /sbby/Causal class tend to be more local (more than 90%) whereas the /bnywy/ Structural class and the /<n$A}y/Thematic class are more structural. Among the 3184 relations, more than 25% (802) Figure 5 Discourse annotation of example (7). Table 3 , we also observe that explicit relations are the majority (75%). This concerns relations such as /txyyr/ Alternation, /AstntAj/Logical consequence, / tlxyS/Summary, and /tEyyn/E-Elaboration. Explicit relations can be signaled by strong discourse markers that are non ambiguous and generally indicate the same relation. For example, the marker /bl/however triggers the relation / <DrAb/Correction, the marker /lkn/but triggers the relation /AstdrAk/Concession, and the marker /l * lk/ so triggers the relation /grD/Goal. On the other hand, explicit relations can also be triggered by weak discourse markers that are highly ambiguous and can signal more than one discourse relation or no relation at all. The most frequent weak markers are the clitics /w/and, /l/for-to, and /f/so-then. For example, the discourse marker /l/for-to can indicate three relations:
/sbb/Explanation, /ntyjp/Result, 
Features
Building a document discourse structure requires three subtasks: (1) identifying discourse units, (2) ''attaching'' units to one another, and (3) labeling their link with a coherence relation. In this paper, we focus on the third task. Our instances are thus composed of linked EDUs only.
To perform a supervised learning on the gold standard, we construct a feature vector for each linked couple R(a,b) where R is a discourse relation that links the units a and b (a and b are also called the arguments of R). If a and/or b are complex units, we replace a (resp. b) by its head. Example (9) and its corresponding discourse structure shown in Fig. 6 We designed thirteen groups of features. The first five contain 5 groups (connectives, arguments, al-masdar, tense and negation, length and distance) following (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011). 10 However, compared to (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011), our features are obtained automatically and are not based on the manual annotations of ATB. The 8 remaining features are composed of punctuation, contextual, lexical and lexico-semantic features that have been used in prior work and whose efficiency for detecting both explicit and implicit relations has been empirically determined. They are however new for the Arabic language. Punctuation features were inspired by (Huang and Chen, 2011) and (DuVerle and Prendinger, 2009 . Lexico-semantic features group polarity and modality (Pitler et al., 2009) , named entity (Huang and Chen, 2011) , anaphora (Louis et al., 2010) and semantic relations (Subba et al., 2009 ). Finally, lexical features concern lexical cues with a rich discourse connectives lexicon (Marcu, 2000) . Again, all these features do not rely on manual annotations. We use the Standard Arabic Morphological Analyzer SAMA version 3.1 (Maamouri et al., 2010a) for morphological analysis, the Stanford parser (Green and Manning, 2010) for syntactic analysis and various linguistic resources for lexico-semantic features.
We first give all the features already used by Al Saif et al. (namely (F1) to (F5) ). Then, we detail our new set of features (namely (F6) to (F13) ).
Al-Saif et al.'s features
(F1) Connectives. We have 6 string features that encode the connective string, the connective lemma, POS of the connective, the position of the connective (begin, middle or end of a unit), the connective type (clitic as /l/for-to, simple as /lkn/but, or composed of more than one word as /mn > jl > n/in-order-to), and the syntactic path from the sentence parent to the connective. For example, in (10), the syntactic path of the marker />n/that is the string ''(S (NP-TPC-2 (NOUN_PROP)) (VP (PV + PVSUFF_ SUBJ:3FS) (NP-SBJ-2 (PP (PREP) (NP (NOUN_PROP))) (SBAR (SUB_CONJ)))''.
[ (F2) Arguments. We have 7 string features. We encode the surface strings and the POS of the first three words for each argument (that is a total of 6 features) as well as the syntactic category of the argument parent. If the argument is represented by a non-complete tree (as given by the Stanford outputs), we extract the category of the parent shared by the first and the last word in the argument.
(F3) Al-masdar. This is a binary feature that indicates whether the first or the second word of each argument contains al-masdar construction. Al-masdar is a verbal noun construction, frequent in Arabic that names the action denoted by its corresponding verbs. It is a noun category that expresses events without tense. This construction generally signals discourse relations. For example, al-masdar /bHvA/looking in example (11) explains why Ahmed went to the library.
[Atjh >Hmd <lY Almktbp] 1 [ bHvA En ktAb AlryADyAt.] 2 Figure 6 Discourse annotations of (9).
[Ahmed went to the library] 1 [to look for the mathematics book.] 2 /sbb/Explanation (1,2) Al-masdar is built from the morphological analyzer AlKhalil (Boudlal et al., 2011 ) using well-defined morphological patterns composed of 3 or 4 letter-roots. The patterns can attach suffixes to the root and insert consonant/vowel letters or diacritics into the root. More than 60 morphological patterns can be used to generate al-masdar nouns.
(F4) Tense and negation. We use a string feature to encode the tense assigned to each argument (perfect, imperfect, future or none) and a binary feature to test the presence of negation words in each argument. To detect negation, we rely on a manually built lexicon of 10 Arabic negation words, such as /lA/ no and /lm/not.
Tense features can help identifying relations from the / zmny/Temporal class, such as the relations /tzAmn/Synchronization, and /trtyb bbT'/Slow ordering. Indeed, /tzAmn/Synchronization holds when the events e1 and e2, introduced in the two units, occur at the same time and when both events are triggered by different subjects (cf. example (12)). On the other hand, /trtyb bbT'/Slow ordering holds when there is a temporal gap between the events denoted by the verbs in the arguments (cf. example (13) /tEyyn/E-elaboration(1,2) (F9) Named entities and anaphora. We use two binary features to check the presence of named entities and anaphora. Named entities, pronouns and anaphora are important information for discourse relation recognition. For example, the presence of named entities in the right argument and anaphora in the left argument can help identify the relation /tfSyl/ Description (cf. (18)). Moreover, the presence of pronouns and anaphora in the same argument can help identify the relation /mEyp/Parallel (cf. (19)).
[ /mEyp/Parallel (1,2) To detect if the arguments contain Arabic named entities, we use the ANERGazet Gazetteers (Benajiba et al., 2007) that contains a collection of 3 Gazetteers: locations (2181 entries), people (2 309 entries) and organizations (403 entries). To test for the presence of anaphora, we manually built a lexicon of 60 Arabic most frequent pronouns and anaphora, such as /nHn/we, /Antm/you, and /h/he-it. (F10) Modality. This binary feature checks the presence of modality in each argument using a manually constructed lexicon composed of 50 Arabic modal words, like /Akd/confirm /yrY/see, /yEtqd/think, /<AwDH/explain, and /lAHZ/remark. Modality can help detect relations like /AstdlAl/Attribution (cf. example (20)).
[ (Black et al., 2006) . Although its development is based on Princeton's WordNet, it suffers from some weaknesses such as the lack of concepts and some semantic relations between synsets. In our case, we use an enriched version of AWN where semantic relations have been added using a linguistic method based on a set of 135 morpho-lexical patterns (Boudabous et al., 2013) . AWN contains about 15,000 entries and 17 semantic relations, like Has_hyponym, Has_in-stance, Related_to, Near_synonym, Near_antonym, and Has_derived. We build 17 Boolean features, one for each AWN semantic relation R. Each feature tests if there is a concept C1 in the first unit and a concept C2 in the second one, such that R(C1,C2) or R(C2,C1). Table 5 gives some examples of concepts related by AWN relations as well as their corresponding discourse relations. In our corpus, the most frequent semantic relation was Has_hyponym (with 891 instances). The semantic relation Usage_term was absent from our corpus.
(F12) Polarity. To deal with polarity information, we use the translated MPQA subjectivity lexicon (Elarnaoty et al., 2012 ) that contains more than 8000 English words and their corresponding Arabic translations.
12 Each entry is characterized according to its subjectivity and polarity. Subjectivity can be of two types: strong for terms that are intrinsically subjective such as /AbtsAmp/grin and /AHtrAm/ respect and weak for terms that can have an objective or a subjective sense depending on the context, like /Al > HkAm/judgments. Polarity can be of 4 types: positive, negative, both, and neutral.
We associate to each argument two string features: one for subjectivity that checks for the presence of strong or weak opinion words and one that encodes the polarity of that word.
(F13) Lexical cues. We use a rich lexicon of discourse connectives, manually built during the annotation campaign train- /bEd/after, /qbl/before, /mn AlmfrwD/normally, and /fqT/only), conjunctions (e.g. /HAlmA/the-moment-that and /TAlmA/sooften) and particles (e.g. /<n/indeed and />n/that), Its signaling force (strong or weak). Strong connectives trigger one discourse relation, such as /ky/to, /lkn/but, /gyr > n/nevertheless, /byd > n/however, and /mn > jl > n/in-order-to. On the other hand, weak connectives are ambiguous. They can trigger different discourse relations or do not trigger any discourse relation. Some of these connectives include the connector /w/and, /HtY/to, and the particles /l/for-to, /f/then, etc. For example, the particle /w/and can signal the relation /rbT dwn trtyb zmny/Continuation or it can be a part of a word, as in /wr$p/atelier, Its possible parts of speech, and The set of discourse relations that it can signal.
Each argument is associated to 7 lexical features. Four are binary and specify whether the argument contains a strong discourse cue, a weak discourse cue, a strong indicator and a weak indicator. One feature gives the list of all possible types of the lexical cue (clitic, simple or composed of more than word). The last two features are strings and give the list of all possible connective parts of speech (as encoded in the lexicon) and the list of discourse relations that it can trigger.
Experimentations and results
Our classifier aims to predict both explicit and implicit adjacent and non-adjacent discourse relations. To this end, we carried out supervised learning on the D-ATB corpus, based on the Maximum Entropy model (Berger et al., 1996) , as implemented in the Stanford MaxEnt package.
13 For all the experiments, regularization parameters are set to their default value. We used both character n-grams and word n-grams as features. Best results were achieved with n = 4. All experiments were evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. We report on our experiments in fine-grained discourse relations recognition (henceforth, Level 3 with 24 relations), in mid-level classes (henceforth, Level 2 with 13 relations) and also in the top-level classes (henceforth, Level 1 with 4 relations). For each level, we have the same number of instances, i.e. 3184 vectors. See Table 4 (cf. Section 5.3) for a more detailed statistics on each level.
We compare our models to three baselines. The first one (B1) attributes to each instance the most frequent relation. This corresponds to the relation /rbT dwn trtyb zmny/Continuation for Level 3 and Level 2 and to the relation /<n$A}y/Thematic for Level 1. The second baseline (B2) is based on lexical cues features only (i.e. (F13), as described in the last section). Finally, the last baseline (B3) is composed of (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011)'s features where each instance is represented by a vector composed of all the features (F1) to (F5), which correspond respectively to connectives, arguments, al-masdar, tense and negation, and length and distance.
In the remainder of this section, we first give experiments overall results. Then, we detail the results on each level (Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3). We finally conclude by presenting the learning curves.
Overall results
We have first measured the effectiveness of each group of features ((F6) to (F13)) on fine-grained discourse relation classification. We built 8 individual classifiers where each model was trained by adding a new group of features to the baseline (B3). The classifiers are compared to the majority baseline (B1) (accuracy = 0.211), to (B2) and to (B3). The results are shown in Table 6 in terms of micro-averaged F-score and accuracy (the number of correctly predicted instances over the total number of instances). ( * ) indicates that the corresponding classifier yields significantly better performance over the baseline (B3) with p < 0.050 using Mc Nemar's test. Micro-averaged F-score is computed globally over all category decisions. Precision and recall are obtained by summing over all individual decisions as follows:
where M is the number of category decisions. Micro-averaged F-measure is then computed as:
We observe that the baseline based on lexical cues (B2) outperforms the majority baseline (B1) in terms of accuracy. When adding connectives (F1) and arguments (F2) features to (B2), the micro-averaged F-score on Level 3 was improved by 0.151 over (B1) and by 0.790 over (B2). Moreover, when adding al-masdar features (F3) and tense and negation features (F4) to (B2), we obtain an F-score of 0.414 and an accuracy of 0.600 (which is relatively close to the results obtained by (B3)). When evaluating the contribution of individual features on fine-grained relation identification, our results confirm that each individual classifier outperforms all the baselines. Best combinations in terms of accuracy were achieved by adding punctuation features ((B3) + (F7)). On the other hand, the combinations (B3) + (F9) (i.e. named entity and anaphora features) and (B3) + (F8) (i.e. embedding features) resulted in a marginal improvement over the baseline (B3). The combinations (B3) + lexical cues (F13), (B3) + modality (F10), (B3) + textual organization (F6) and (B3) + semantic relations (F11) got almost similar results with an accuracy of 0.650. Among the 8 feature groups, only three get non-significant results over (B3). This can be explained by the fact that punctuation (F7) and named entity (F9) are partially taken into account by Al-Saif et al.'s morphological and syntactic features.
Once we have empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of each group of features individually, we have then assessed the performance of our model when combining all features. We have experimented several combinations. We found that optimal performances were obtained when adding features according to their coverage in the learning corpus. We started by adding to (B3) the features with the lowest frequency (F6) and we ended by adding the features with the highest frequency (F13). The last row in Table 6 shows the scores of our model (B3) + (F6) + (F7) + . . . + (F13). The F-score and accuracy increase over the baseline (B3) by respectively 0.181 and 0.145. We have also analyzed the performance of our classifier depending on whether the relations link arguments within a sentence or outside the sentence. Our results show that predicting discourse relations within sentences achieved 0.070 better in terms of F-score compared to the results obtained when predicting discourse relations outside the sentence. Similarly, the performance of our classifier to predict explicit discourse relations is 0.140 higher than its capacity to predict implicit discourse relations.
Given the good results reached when using all the features for Level 3, we have run the same model for mid-level relation classification (Level 2) and for top-level classification (Level 1). Table 7 presents the results as well as the scores obtained by the three baselines in terms of micro-averaged F-score and accuracy. Here again, our models perform significantly better over the baseline B3 with p < 0.050 Mc Nemar's test.
Overall, the baseline (B3) gets very good results compared to (B2) with an F-score of 0.432, 0.511 and 0.588 respectively, for Level 3, Level 2 and Level 1. However, morphological and syntactic features, as given by Al-Saif and Markert (2011) are insufficient for achieving a good performance for our task. Our results are lower to the ones reported in Al-Saif and Markert, 2011 on identifying fine-grained discourse relations (accuracy = 0.70, F-score = 0.69) and on class-level relations (accuracy = 0.835, F-score = 0.75). This can be explained by three main reasons. Firstly, our classifier is based on features obtained automatically and not on gold standard annotations. Secondly, Al-Saif and Markert's model was trained to classify explicit discourse relations only while ours deals with explicit and implicit relations. Finally, Al-Saif and Markert's model focused on adjacent discourse relations only, while ours treats adjacent and non-adjacent relations.
Finally, it is interesting to note that our features alone (cf. (F6) to (F13) ) lead to lower results compared to (B3) for all the configuration levels. For example, on Level 3, we obtain an Fscore of 0.370 and an accuracy of 0.500. These results show that using only semantic features (like modality, AWN, MPQA, etc.) cannot outperform the baseline (B3) and that morphological and syntactic features are primordial for our task.
Fine-grained classification
In this section we analyze the impact of each group of features ((F6) to (F13)) in predicting fine-grained relations within the /<n$A}y/Thematic, /zmny/Temporal, / bnywy/Structural, and /sbby/Causal classes. Figs. 7-10 present respectively how F-scores evolve when adding each feature group. Fig. 7 shows that textual organization (F6) does not have any impact on thematic relations. Both embedding (F8) and named entity and anaphora features (F9) highly influence the results of /tEyyn/E-Elaboration. This is consistent with the definition of this relation that holds when an entity introduced in the first argument is detailed in the second argument. In Arabic, this relation is often marked by subordinate conjunctions such as /Al * y/that-which-who, /Alty/thatwhich-who, or by possessive pronouns like /hw/he-him-it, /hy/she-her-it. Similarly, as expected, punctuation features (F7) improve the F-score of /AstdlAl/Attribution by 0.090 over (B3) + (F6). Concerning the other relations, we note that the relation /tfSyl/Description reaches its best performance when adding embedding features (F8) while the same features have no impact on the relation /tlxyS/ Summary. Semantic relations (F11) and polarity features (F12) have a very good impact on /tElyq/Commentary (+0.070). Indeed, subjectivity is often used to express commentaries, as in (21) In Fig. 8 , we observe that punctuation features (F7) have a great impact on the performance of the relations / trtyb bbT'/Slow ordering and /trtyb bsrEp/ Quick ordering, since their corresponding F-scores increase by respectively 0.150 and 0.180 over (B3). Indeed, these relations usually hold when events within units are separated by commas, as in (22). Embedding features (F8) do not seem to improve the results for all the relations. Named entity and anaphora features (F9) boost the scores of all the relations. This is very salient for /t > Tyr/Frame with an improvement of more Table 7 Overall results for the mid-class (Level 2) and coarsegrained (Level 1) classification. [ For the second group (b), we observe a different behavior where the features (F7) to (F10) degraded the results of /mqAblp/Contrast while at the same time, their contributions on the two other relations of this group are mitigated. Semantic relations (F11) have a very good impact on / mqAblp/Contrast (+0.10). Indeed, antonyms are often used to express contrasts, as in (24). It is however surprising that we did not observe the same positive effect of these features on the relation /TbAq/Antithetic since this relation holds when there is a verb in the first argument and its negation in the second argument or when the two verbs are antonyms, as in (25). We think that this can be explained by the low frequency of this relation in the dataset (0.38%). Another interesting finding is that semantic relation features (F11) boost the results of /mEyp/Parallel by more than 0.060 over (B3)+(F6) to (F10). Indeed, this relation indicates that two units share the same event and have semantically similar constituents, which is captured by some semantic relations of Arabic WordNet such as Near_syonym.
[ Finally, Fig. 10 shows that our model fails to predict infrequent relations, like /AstntAj/logical-consequence.
/grD/Goal and /sbb/Explanation led to the best Fscores with respectively 0.851 and 0.735. When adding embedding features (F8), the F-score of the relation /sbb/Explanation degrades by 0.111. Named entity and anaphora features (F9) boost the scores of the relations /sbb/Explanation and /ntyjp/Result whereas these features have no impact on the other relations. Lexical cue features (F13) have no impact on the causal relations.
Overall, we can conclude that each added feature has its own specificities. Some of them are useful for predicting some discourse relations, while they have at the same time a negative impact on predicting other relations. Adding textual organization and punctuation features ((F6) and (F7)) has significantly improved the results of discourse relations that generally hold at the beginning of the paragraph or relations that link arguments containing specific punctuations (like /AstdlAl/ Attribution, /trtyb bbT'/Slow ordering, and /trtyb bsrEp/Quick ordering). However, these features perform badly on non-adjacent discourse relations (like /ntyjp/Result, /tfSyl/Description and / xlfyp/Background-Flashback). Modality (F10), WordNet (F11) and polarity (F12) features contribute to improve the recall, especially for implicit discourse relations. Finally, adding lexical cues features (F13) have a significantly good impact on the discourse relations that are signaled by strong connectors. However, (F13) decreases the results of discourse relations that are signaled by clitics ( /w/and, /f/so, and / l/for).
Error analysis at Level 3 shows that our model fails to discriminate between the relations /grD/Goal and / sbb/Explanation (cf. example (26) Table 8 presents the detailed results for the mid-level classification using all features in terms of precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy. The last row presents the average precision, the average recall, and the average F-score as well as the overall accuracy of the model. Best results are achieved by the relation /AstdlAl/Attribution (F-score = 0.854) while the lowest score has been obtained by the relation /tlxyS/Summary (F-score = 0.240).
Error analysis at this level shows that the most frequent confusions concern the relations /<shAb/Elaboration and the relations of the /sbby/Causal class especially when these relations are implicit (cf. example (27) 7.4. Coarse-grained classification Table 9 presents our results on the coarse-grained classification using all the features in terms of precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy. The last row presents the average precision, the average recall, and the average F-score as well as the overall accuracy of the model. The frequency of each class in the D-ATB corpus is indicated between brackets. Our model achieves an F-score of 0.758 and an overall accuracy of 0.828, which is relatively close to the results obtained by relation recognition in English (see the related work section). Table 10 shows major confusions. Main errors (in bold font) are between /<n$A}y/Thematic and /sbby/ Causal classes.
Learning curves
In order to analyze how the number of annotated documents influences the learning procedure, we have computed a learning curve, by dividing our corpus into 10 different learning sets. For each set, we performed a 10-fold cross-validation for each classification level. The learning curve is shown in Fig. 11 . For Level 1, the curve grows steadily between 0 and 2000 discourse relations (that is 45 documents, i.e. around 1200 sentences) while it seems to plateau between 2000 and 3184 discourse relations (that is 70 documents). We can thus conclude that the addition of more than 45 documents will only slightly increase the performance of the classifier. However, the curve for Level 2 seems to plateau between 2400 and 3184 discourse relations while the curve of Level 3 seems to plateau between 2800 and 3184 discourse relations.
Related work
We present in this section the main existing work on discourse relations recognition, by grouping them according to their corresponding theoretical frameworks. Marcu and Echihabi (2002) proposed the first unsupervised learning approach to detect RST discourse relations, such as Contrast, Explanation-Evidence, Condition and Elaboration that hold between arbitrary spans of texts. They showed that word pair features are important cues for detecting implicit relations. Saito et al. (2006) extended this approach and experimented with a combination of cross-argument word pairs and phrasal patterns to recognize implicit relations between adjacent sentences in a Japanese corpus. (Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2007) further extended this first unsupervised model by using syntactic filtering and topic segmentation. Several authors have also proposed supervised approaches based on Figure 11 The learning curve of our three level models. manually annotated data. For English, the RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) (Carlson et al., 2003) built on the top of the syntactically annotated Penn Treebank, is one of the well-known RST resources. Relations in RST-DT are grouped into 18 classes, which are further specified into 78 relations, which are organized by nuclearity (nucleus-satellite or multinuclear rhetorical relations). Soricut and Marcu (2003) developed a sentence-level discourse parser using syntactic and lexical features and showed a strong correlation between syntactic and discourse information. Subba et al. (2009) proposed a first-order logic learning approach to relation classification using lexical and linguistic information and compositional semantics. 14 DuVerle and Prendinger (2009) developed a full RST structure parser using a rich features space including lexical, semantic, and structural features. To overcome the problem of infrequent discourse relations in the training set, Hernault et al. (2010a) proposed a semi-supervised discourse relations classification using state of the art features including word pairs, production rules and lexico-syntactic context at the border between two units of texts. Feng and Hirst (2012) extended the HILDA discourse parser (Hernault et al., 2010b) by exploring various rich linguistic features for textlevel discourse parsing such as verb classes, semantic similarities, clue phrases, production rules and contextual features that encode the discourse relations assigned by the preceding and the following text span pairs. Finally, Sadek et al. (2012) proposed a rule-based approach to automatically determine RST relations such as Causal, Evidence, Explanation, Purpose, Interpretation, Base, Result, and Antithesis. These relations were then used in a question answering system to answer non-factoid questions (''Why'' and ''How to'').
To date, two SDRT-like parsers exist. One has been developed for appointment scheduling dialogues (Baldridge and Lascarides, 2005) and the other was developed on top of the Annodis corpus, a French manually built resource with discourse information . Baldridge and Lascarides (2005) represented discourse structures as headed trees and model them with probabilistic head-driven parsing techniques. They combined lexical features, features inspired from syntactic parsing and dialogue-based features and showed that the last group of features has a great impact on the performance of their model. Muller et al. (2012) proposed a text-level discourse parsing algorithm by performing an A * global search over the space of possible discourse structures while optimizing a global criterion over the set of potential coherence relations. Best results were achieved with MaxEnt and A * . Wellner et al. (2006) proposed to automatically learn explicit and implicit relations using the Discourse GraphBank corpus (Wolf and Gibson, 2005) as a training set. They used shallow syntactic information, modal parsing (identifying subordinate verb relations and their types), temporal ordering of events and lexical semantic typing including similarity measures between words using a variety of knowledge sources.
The development of several manually annotated resources following the PDTB model has encouraged researches to investigate both explicit and implicit relations recognition in several languages using supervised learning techniques. In the English language, experiments have been done using the PDTB v2.0 (Prasad et al., 2008) corpus that groups relations into a taxonomy of 16 relations at the middle level and 4 coarse top-level classes (Temporal, Contingency, Comparison, Expansion) for a total of 33 relations. Pitler et al. (2008) and Pitler et al. (2009) respectively investigated automatic detection of explicit and implicit relations using lexical, syntactic and linguistically informed features. Lin et al. (2009) implemented an implicit discourse relations model by using the same features as in (Pitler et al., 2009 ) and by adding constituency parse features such as production rules and dependency parse features. Zhou et al. (2010) detected implicit relations by automatically inserting discourse connectives between arguments using a language model. Louis et al. (2010) focused on implicit relations that link adjacent arguments and experimented with co-reference information, grammatical role, information status and syntactic form of referring expressions. Park and Cardie (2012) provided a systematic study of state of the art features (word and Pairs, the first, the last, and the first three words of each argument, polarity, verbs, inquirer Tags, modality, context and production rules) for learning implicit discourse relations and identified feature combinations that optimize F1-score using the forward selection algorithm. Wang et al. (2011) proposed a typical/atypical perspective to select the most suitable training examples for implicit discourse relations recognition. For Chinese, Huang and Chen (2012) used lexical and shallow syntactic features such as named entity, collocated words, punctuations and argument length. Finally for Arabic, Al-Saif and Markert (2011) proposed a two-step algorithm for Arabic discourse analysis: first discourse connective recognition by identifying the discourse and the non-discourse usage of Arabic connectives linking adjacent arguments, then discourse connective interpretation. They used state of the art features, extracted from the ATB gold standard parsers, and showed that production rule features degraded their performances. They achieved an accuracy of 0.770 on a fine-grained discourse relations and an accuracy of 0.835 on class-level discourse relations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the first model that automatically identifies explicit and implicit Arabic discourse relations that link adjacent as well as non-adjacent discourse units. We used the Discourse Arabic Treebank corpus (D-ATB), the first resource that makes explicit the interactions between the semantic content of discourse units and the global, pragmatic structure of the discourse, following the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory framework. Rhetorical relations were built from a semantic point of view and were defined according to their effect on meaning relying on Arabic rhetoric literatures and corpus analysis. Our hierarchy of discourse relations is organized around 4 top-level classes with a total of 24 relations.
We proposed a supervised learning approach that uses several kinds of features. We analyzed how each feature contributes to the learning process. We first experimented with morphological and syntactic features, as already done by (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011) . Our results show that these features are crucial for discourse relation recognition but they are not sufficient for achieving good results. When adding contextual, lexical and lexico-semantic features, our results have been boosted for all the configurations (fine-grained discourse relations, mid-level classes and also top-level classes). We compare our approach against three baselines that are based on the most frequent relation, discourse connectives and the features used by (Al-Saif and Markert, 2011) . Our results outperform all the baselines.
We plan to extend this work by building an SDRT parser for Arabic. We also plan to use this parser for Arabic text summarization.
